
Machine Operators/Labourers- Aboyne, AB34 5PN 

James Jones & Sons Ltd is one of the UK's largest and most progressive timber companies with core 
activities in sawmilling, I-Joist and pallet manufacture. We operate five sawmills throughout Scotland; 
an engineered wood manufacturing plant in the north of Scotland and have pallet and packaging 
operations at fourteen sites across the UK. We produce high quality, British grown sawn timber for the 
construction, pallet, packaging, fencing and agricultural sectors and pallets and packaging for blue 
chip domestic and exporting businesses. In addition, we are the market leaders in the supply of JJI-
Joists to many of the UK’s top house builders. 

We have opportunities for full time Machine Operator & Labourers, working on a variety of production 
processes at our Burnroot Sawmill Site. This position will also assist in providing a clean environment 
in our production facility. 

Normal weekly hours are 47.5 varied day shift patterns. 

The key responsibilities associated with the roles will include the following; 

• Tiding up of production generated waste such as sawdust, bark, timber etc and placing 
this into the waste systems; using various cleaning tools including shovels and brushes, 
walking behind sweepers/hoovers. 

• Regularly checking that all access routes are clean at all times. 

• Feeding the chipper waste system with reject material. 

• Other associated cleaning and labouring duties as and when required. 

The individual must have the ability to work solo, but also must interact and communicate with other 
personnel on site. You must have the ability to communicate in English as well as comprehend written 
instructions. Previous work experience in a factory environment would be beneficial. 

Full training will be provided to the successful applicant. All PPE required for this position will be 
provided. The individual must have no issue from wearing respiratory protection or any other PPE. 

An attractive remuneration package, including weekly shift allowance, pro rata bonus and an 
enhanced pension scheme is available to the right individual. If you feel you have the right skills and 
experience to be successful in this role then apply today and submit your CV and a brief cover letter, 
detailing your current salary. 

Your application should be sent to: Donna O Connor, HR Manager, James Jones & Sons Ltd, 
Broomage Avenue, Larbert, FK5 4NQ or email recruitment@jamesjones.co.uk 

Due to the location of the site it is recommended that you have your own transport. 
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